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WALLBEDS COMPANY 



 

At Wallbeds Company, we make space saving  

furniture that is relevant for the way we live now.  

 

Timeless Design 

An updated Murphy bed from the past,  

designed to be both beautiful and purposeful. 

Livable & Relaxed 

inviting clean designs that work  

well in any home.  

 

 

We craft 100% of our products in our family owned 

North America workshop. With over 40,000 beds in 

use every day in timeshares, college housing, fire  

stations, sleep clinics and homes like yours,  

they are proven designs for use 

 by generations to come .  

CLASSIC & MODERN  

CONVERGE 

WWW.WALLBEDSCOMPANY.COM 



 
 

 

  

        AVALON                                BRISTOL                                  DALE                                     EURO                                   FERN 

      NANTUCKET                             METRO                                                                            PORTOLA                            RYLAND 

           TAHOE                               VALENCIA                        YELLOWSTONE                                          HORIZONTAL BEDS 

PANEL FOOT  
SUPPORTS BED PLATFORM 

 
LATCHES CLOSED 

 
PISTON LIFT SYSTEM 



RV50  RPAF  RPUF RV50  RPBQ ESPRESSO FINISH 

The RYLAND collection is crafted with no return top molding so that 

the side storage components can fit flush next to each other. 
 

FOLD DOWN DESK desktop measures 48” long. Is secured in the 
closed position with a button lock. Includes 3 adjustable shelves.  

Under the desk is a cupboard with 1 adjustable shelf.  
When you need to access the bed simply fold it back up and lock it 

closed with the push button lock.  

RYLAND  



Ryland 

9 

RV46  RPCF  RDFL  RLD 

caramel finish 

RYLAND  is crafted with no return molding so that the side storage components  
can fit flush next to each other.  

IDEAL WORK SPACE 
The RYLAND  is available in both the Queen and Full Size. 
Large desktop includes the support desk base with a 
lateral file drawer, medium drawer and a pencil drawer. 
The desktop slides into the storage cabinet with the two lower 
doors. 

AS SHOWN: RV46, RDFL, RLD, RPCF in the caramel finish 



DALE 

Nightstand  
storage cabinet 

comes with a 
pull out tray , 
two drawers, 

and three  
adjustable 

shelves. 

Decorated with large  
European bar  
handles.  
Your choice of 
rubbed bronze  
or brushed nickel. 

 

 

NICKEL 

The Dale was designed to complement the trends in today’s home design. We craft the 
Dale with individual planks of wood, randomly selected, to make each piece unique.    

AS SHOWN: DV50, ANQS, ADQL, ALD in honey maple 

 BRONZE 



The variation of hardwood species highlights the 
wood grain effects of real wood furniture. The 

DALE collection is crafted with no  
return molding so that the side cabinet  

components can fit flush next 
to each other.  

You can not open our panel foot beds by simply 
pulling on the handles. When you lift the panel 
foot you unlatch the bed so 
you can open it. 
TO OPEN; lift the panel foot 
located towards the top of 
the bed, and grab a hold of 
the bed and pull. Once the 
bed is partially opened, the 
pistons will do the work in 
gently lowering the bed to 
the floor. The panel foot be-
comes the support for the 
mattress platform.  

The DALE is a 
FLIP UP panel 

foot style  
Murphy Bed. 

It features a 
latch at the 
foot of the 

mattress plat-
form that  

connects with 
the bed top to 
secure the bed 

closed.  

DV50 ATFS ADFS in cognac finish 

DALE 



DV50 (2) ADQS  DC IN BARK 

Add a DESK CART 

OV50 (2) ADFS DC IN ESPRESSO 

Desk Cart and File Cart in Sunset 

31.5” 

21 7/8” 
63” 

Desk Cart and File Cart in Bark Gray 

Made to fit in front of any queen vertical 
wallbed. Roll it aside to access the bed. 



 
 
 

Queen   OV50 
Full        OV46 
Twin      OV33 
Twin XL OX33 

METRO 

OV50 , ANQS, ANQS in white OV50 , ATQS, ATQS in Bark Gray 



OV50  DC  AFC  in BARK              SUNSET                                       CARAMEL                                      ESPRESSO 

METRO 

OV50  APCQ  AFD  in TWO TONE-White and Sunset  



Euro 
YELLOWSTONE 



You can not open our panel 
foot beds by simply pulling 
on the handles. When you 
lift the panel foot you 
unlatch the bed so you can 
open it. TO OPEN; lift the panel foot located towards 
the top of the bed, and grab a hold of the bed and 
pull. Once the bed is partially opened, the pistons will 
do the work in gently lowering the bed to the floor. 
The panel foot becomes the support for the mattress 
platform. Made from solid farm-grown Beech trim 
over hardwood maple veneer.  The variation of hard-
wood species highlights the wood grain effects of 
real wood furniture. The Yellowstone  collection is 
crafted with no return molding so that the compo-
nents can fit flush next to each other.  
AS SHOWN: YV50, YPWQ in Caramel  
PREVIOUS PAGE: YV46, YBFS, YBFS in Bark 

 

YELLOWSTONE 



 

EV50  (2)APNQ White 

EV50  (2)ATQS Bark 

EURO 



 
PENISULA DESK SET 

 
Long desktop is received by the wall 
cabinet. Supporting the desktop in 

the room is a three desk drawer base. 
The bottom drawer can accept a 

              lateral file rack.  

GET ORGANIZED WITH EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE..  Available in Queen or Full size and it will accept a standard mattress up to 12” thick. 
Shown here is the queen size with the same height side storage cabinets for a built in look stretching from wall to wall.  

The large wardrobe to the left of the bed includes two lateral file drawers and your choice of either a nightstand tray or pencil drawer. Behind the door 
is a clothes hangar bar.   AS SHOWN: TPXQ, TV50, TLQS, TPCQ. TFD in the bark gray finish 

TAHOE 



PORTOLA 

..  Available in Vertical Queen or Full size and horizontal Queen size. It will accept a standard mattress up to 12” thick. 
Shown above is the queen size with the same height side storage cabinets.  

AS SHOWN TO THE LEFT: PV50. PDQL, PLD in Gray.. 
AS SHOWN TO THE RIGHT: PPTQ, PV50, PTQS in the Cognac finish 



.Choose a horizontal model 
when you do not have enough 
space for the vertical  bed to 
extend out into the room.  A 
horizontal model is also per-

fect for shorter wall heights or  
if you have a sloped ceiling.   

BRISTOL 
..  Available in Vertical  

Queen, Full ,  
Twin, Twin XL, and  

horizontal Queen size.  
Accepts up to a 
 12” mattress. 

 



VALENCIA 
Queen VV50 

Full VV46 

Valencia is available in Vertical Queen and Full sizes.  It will accept a standard mattress up to 12” thick. 
To open: Lift the panel foot near the top of the bed. Reach in and grab hold to pull the bed open. Once partially opened the piston 

lift system will take over and gently lower the bed down to the floor.   AS SHOWN: VV50, VNFS in sunset finish 



NANTUCKET 
is available in both the Queen and Full sizes.  

They will accept a standard  
mattress up to 12” thick. 

The queen size Nantucket side storage cabinets 
can step down 5” in height as shown at right or 

they can be the same height as the bed  
as shown below.  

Queen : NV50 
Full : NV46 



FERN 
The FERN was designed to complement the trends in today’s home design. We craft the Fern with 

individual planks of wood, randomly selected, to make each piece unique.   
Accepts a standard queen mattress up to 12” thick.  

AVAILABLE IN QUEEN VERTICAL 
SHOWN ABOVE: FV50, ATQS in Bark Gray 



AVALON 

Queen Vertical AV50 

Full Vertical AV46 

Twin Vertical AV33 

Twin XL Vertical AX33 

AV50, APXF, ADFL, DC, AFC in SUNSET AV50, DC, AFC in BARK 



HORIZONTAL BED 
.Choose a horizontal model when you do not have enough space for the vertical  
bed to extend out into the room.  A horizontal model is also perfect for shorter 

wall heights or  if you have a sloped ceiling.   
Available in horizontal Queen size. 

 It will accept a standard mattress up to 12” thick. 
.Two styles to choose from: 

BRISTOL HORIZONTAL ABOVE SKU: BS50, BS50 FINISHED TOP, BNHQS Espresso 
AT LEFT PORTOLA HORIZONTAL  SKU PS50 in bark gray  

 

Add the finished top, to place items on the bed. 

BRISTOL 

PORTOLA 





 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

VERTICAL PANEL FOOT SPECIFICATION 

 

BRISTOL ALL OTHERS DALE & EURO 

#2 NICKEL CUP #3 NICKEL BAR #3 NICKEL BAR 

#3 NICKEL BAR #10 BLACK CODY #13 BRONZE BAR 

#4 BLACK CUP #11 NICKEL CODY  

#10 BLACK CODY #12 BRONZE CODY  

#11 NICKELCODY #13 BRONZE BAR  

#12 BRONZE CODY #14 GOLD CODY  

#13 BRONZE BAR #15 BLACK BRIDGE  

#14 GOLD CODY #16 BRONZE BRIDGE  

#15 BLACK BRIDGE #17 NICKEL BRIDGE  

#16 BRONZE BRIDGE #18 BRASS BRIDGE  

#17 NICKEL BRIDGE   

#18 BRASS BRIDGE   

HANDLE SELECTION  

 

BED WHEN OPENED  
EXTENDS INTO THE 

ROOM 
 

QUEEN– 86” 
FULL– 81” 
TWIN– 81” 

TWIN XL- 86” 
 

Accepts a standard  
12” thick mattress 



HORIZONTAL PANEL FOOT SPECIFICATION 

85” 

70.5” 

QUEEN HORIZONTAL   PORTOLA PS50 
FINISHED TOP   PS50 TOP 

 QUEEN HORIZONTAL   BRISTOL BS50 
FINISHED TOP   BS50 TOP 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRISTOL PORTOLA 

#2 NICKEL CUP #3 NICKEL BAR 

#3 NICKEL BAR #10 BLACK CODY 

#4 BLACK CUP #11 NICKEL CODY 

#10 BLACK CODY #12 BRONZE CODY 

#11 NICKELCODY #13 BRONZE BAR 

#12 BRONZE CODY #14 GOLD CODY 

#13 BRONZE BAR #15 BLACK BRIDGE 

#14 GOLD CODY #16 BRONZE BRIDGE 

#15 BLACK BRIDGE #17 NICKEL BRIDGE 

#16 BRONZE BRIDGE #18 BRASS BRIDGE 

#17 NICKEL BRIDGE  

#18 BRASS BRIDGE  

HANDLE SELECTION 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

JAZZ 

 

 

 

 

 

            CAPE                       KEYSTONE                        LODGE                    GLEN ELLYN                     SARATOGA 

wrapped, stepped crown top molding 

 

side cabinets step down in height 

 

flip over bar leg support 

 

accept a queen 12” thick mattress  

 

finished cabinet base  

 

Piston lift system 

 



GV50 (2) GLFS  DC  GFC in SUNSET FINISH 

GV50 (2) GNFS in CARAMEL 

The variation of hardwood species highlights the wood grain effects  
of real wood furniture. More variation is found when lighter stains are 
applied. The Glen Ellyn collection is crafted with a return molding so 
that the side storage components step down in height for a dramatic 
look. We add a finished front bottom baseboard so that nothing can get 
underneath the bed when it is closed.  
 

Available in Queen Vertical  SKU: GV50 

GLEN ELLYN 



GV50 GPUF GPAF  
in CINNAMON FINISH 

GLEN ELLYN 

Accepts a standard queen size mattress up to 12” thick.  
To open: Pull on the handles and once the bed is partially opened rotate the metal support bar and 

then the piston lift system will assist to slowly lower the bed the rest of the way to the floor. 

A hint of mission  
styling is found with 

the Glen Ellyn.  
Applied large  

Trim frames the  
narrower inner grid 

molding for a  
balanced look. 
FOLDING DESK 

The folding desk 
cabinet is the per-
fect solution when 

you need a work 
space. When you 

need to use the bed, 
simply fold up the 

desk to have access 
to get into the bed. 

There is a button 
lock at the top to 
secure the desk. 

Desk has 3 upper 
adjustable shelves 

and one lower  
adjustable shelf  
inside the door  
compartment.  



cognac finish 

bark finish 
caramel finish 

KEYSTONE 



finishes 

Queen Vertical KV50        as shown: KV50,  KPUF,  KPAF 

Warm and inviting, cozy and welcom-
ing. Crafted from solid hardwood trim 
over hardwood veneer.  The variation 

of hardwood species highlights the 
wood grain effects of real wood furni-

ture. The Keystone features a wrap 
around top crown so the side storage 

cabinets step down for a dramatic look. 
To open: pull on the handles and once 
partially opened, flip over the support 
bar leg. Once partially opened the pis-
ton lift system will do the work and the 
bed will float the rest of the way down 

to the floor.  

KEYSTONE 

caramel finish 



Queen Vertical LV50 LODGE 
LIVABLE & RELAXED. Crafted from solid farm-grown hardwood trim 
over hardwood veneer.  Natural wood variations highlight the grain 

effect of real wood furniture. The LODGE features a wrap around top 
crown so the side storage cabinets step down for a dramatic look. To 

open: pull on the handles and once partially opened, flip over the  
support bar leg. The pistons will do the work so the bed will float the 

rest of the way down to the floor.  

caramel finish 

sunset finish 

cognac finish natural finish 

LV50 (2) LPNF 

LV50   LNFS 



 

CAPE 
IS RIGHT AT HOME  by the seaside or a mountain lake. It’s classic transitional design works in any home.   

Accepts a standard queen mattress up to 12” thick.  
 

SHOWN ABOVE: CV50, CTFS, CTFS in white 



SARATOGA 

Cinnamon finish 

SV50-White finish 

 Crafted from solid 
farm-grown hard-

wood trim over 
hardwood veneer.  

Natural wood varia-
tions highlight the 
grain effect of real 

wood furniture. The 
Saratoga features a 

wrap around top 
crown so the side 
storage cabinets 
step down for a 

dramatic look. To 
open: pull on the 
handles and once 
partially opened,  

flip over the  
support bar leg. The 
pistons will do the 

work so the bed will 
float the rest of the 

way down to the 
floor.  

SV50 



CLEAN LINES. Crafted from solid farm-grown 
hardwood trim over hardwood veneer.  The JAZZ features a wrap around 
top crown so the side storage cabinets step down for a dramatic look. To 

open: pull on the handles and once partially opened, flip over the sup-
port bar leg. Once partially opened the pistons will do the work and the 

bed will float the rest of the way down to the floor.  
  

JAZZ 

JV50-Caramel Bark 



HANDLE OPTION 

#3 NICKEL BAR 

#10 BLACK CODY 

#11 NICKEL CODY 

#12 BRONZE CODY 

#13 BRONZE BAR 

#14 GOLD CODY 

#15 BLACK BRIDGE 

#16 BRONZE BRIDGE 

#17 NICKEL BRIDGE 

#18 BRASS BRIDGE 

 

HANDLE SELECTION 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

90” 

 



                   WHITE                                        NATURAL                                           MAPLE                                     SUNSET                                                BARK 

                GRAY                                           COGNAC                                       CARAMEL                                     ESPRESSO                                      CINNAMON 

      #17 BRIDGE                  #11 CODY                          #3 BAR                       #2  CUP                         #15  BRIDGE                   #10  CODY                       #4 CUP 

         # 16 BRIDGE                  #12 CODY                        #13 BAR                                                                  #18  BRUSHED BRASS     #14 CODY CHAMPAGNE 

                                                        BRUSHED NICKEL                                                                                                                  FLAT BLACK 

REFER TO  
SPECIFICATION PAGE 
FOR HARDWARE AND 

FINISH OPTIONS 

OIL RUBBED BRONZE                                                                                                         


